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The State of Education
For two hundred years, our inspectorate has been reporting on the state of education in the Netherlands. We examine the quality of Dutch education and the extent to which it provides our children with the knowledge and skills they will need for their future participation in society. We also investigate whether all children have equal opportunities to optimally develop their talents.

Looking back over this long period, it is evident that in recent decades, more and more pupils and students are earning high-level diplomas. Nearly half of the pupils in secondary education now obtain a senior general secondary (HAVO) diploma or a pre-university (VWO) diploma, and an increasing number of MBO (senior secondary vocational education) students is earning a level 4 diploma. Furthermore, in the last 20 years, higher-education intake levels have doubled. If you look further back in time, the emancipatory function of education is clear to see. For example, the social position of working-class children and women has improved substantially, a factor that has made the Netherlands stronger. We now live in a knowledge-based society in which independence, information literacy and the ability to anticipate and adapt to change are vital factors. It is therefore of great importance that every child receives the best possible education, regardless of their background or gender.

However, in recent times, it has proved difficult to maintain this high level of education across the entire spectrum of pupils and students. The number of high-level VMBO (preparatory secondary vocational education), MBO and special-education diplomas continues to increase, but for the HAVO, VWO and higher-education levels, this trend has started to decline in recent years.

The average marks obtained remain high, although they are either stable or in decline, and the group of high achievers has shrunk significantly in the past 10 to 20 years, especially with regard to arithmetic. The percentage of pupils achieving high marks for arithmetic, mathematics and natural sciences is dropping and in 2016, the percentage of primary-school pupils achieving the reference levels for arithmetic also declined. Our pupils are also underperforming with regard to citizenship skills. Although Dutch pupils are the happiest children in the world, their motivation to learn is low. As a result, opportunities are being missed and too much talent is going to waste, not only in the education sector, but also on the future job market.

What is causing us to miss out on this talent? One reason – as we reported last year – is that children with less-educated parents have fewer development opportunities. However, this year, we have seen initial improvements in this regard: primary-school recommendations are being adjusted more often and intake levels of MBO students at universities of applied science (HBO level) are on the increase once again. However, the parents’ education levels still have a significant effect on their children’s education and with
regard to work-placement and job-market opportunities, the disparity is even greater. Furthermore, students with an ethnic background are increasingly falling behind.

Considerable disparity in the quality of schools is another factor causing us to miss out on talent. Imagine you have two girls from the same neighbourhood with exactly the same intelligence and skills as well as parents with equal education levels, but one girl goes to a primary school on one side of the road and the other goes to the school on the opposite side. Despite these institutions both being local schools with the same type of pupils, after eight years one of the girls will progress to VMBO while the other will progress to HAVO. You would imagine that children would simply receive the education best suited to their talents and interests, yet it turns out that the school pupils attend has a significant effect on the academic path they take later in life.

This disparity between schools applies in all sectors and at all types of school, from urban pre-university academies to rural primary schools. At some primary schools, pupils’ performances are one or two levels lower than similar pupils at different primary schools, and at some secondary schools, pupils are 20% less likely to earn their diploma than similar pupils at other secondary schools. In addition, students taking a particular MBO or higher-education programme may have a 60% chance of success, while similar students in other programmes may have an 80% chance.

Freedom of education in the Netherlands has given our country a rich variety of schools, each of which has their own individual style and content. This is a good thing, although it does mean different social groups are less likely to mingle at school. In addition, the Netherlands now has the greatest disparity in levels of secondary education in the world. As well as having a wide variety of perspectives regarding education and pupils/students, Dutch schools also differ greatly from one another with regard to quality. These differences in level create a problem under the surface whose consequences are not easily apparent. However, when you look at the development of all of the children together it is clear that we are missing out on a great deal of talent. This includes the talents of the ‘excellent’ pupils, the ‘good’ pupils and the ‘average’ pupils. Although these pupils don’t require special attention, they still need somebody to recognise and develop their talents and to get the best out of them, regardless of what type of school they are attending.

What makes some schools better than others? For starters, good teachers are extremely important. At schools with better performing pupils, the lessons are of greater quality and there is a greater number of good teachers. We also find that the teams at these schools are more united and that together with a strong school leader and administrator, they take the school forward based on a shared vision and ambition. The school boards also encourage and support their teachers’ professionalisation. Furthermore, those teachers have excellent insight into their pupils’ development. They monitor the pupils’ measurable and notable results, analyse what the pupils need and use this data in their classes to improve the quality of the education they provide.

At other schools, such practices are conducted much less frequently, resulting in a lack of attention for and insight into the development of pupils and staff. Vision, team development and professionalisation are lacking.

There are also a few dozen schools with so many problems that they have become overburdened, even after investing in school management and the teaching staff. As a result, sick leave is high, staff turnover is growing and an increasing number of underqualified staff are teaching the children. The pupils at these schools are the first to suffer from the worsening national shortage of teachers as underperforming schools are less attractive to teachers who can afford to pick and choose their workplace and the school becomes less attractive to parents with options. This sort of accumulation of problems fuels further disparity between these schools and others situated nearby. To halt a downward spiral such as this, you need a strong school leader and school board, and even then, extra internal and external support may be required.

How can we optimally capitalise on the talents of all pupils? The examples provided by the high-performing schools offer a great deal of reference points. Firstly, policymakers must collectively consider how the disadvantages of the Dutch richly diverse education system can be mitigated and how the Dutch education system can continually achieve improvements that exceed the basic requirements. Not every school has to become an elite academy, but every school should be willing to continually learn and improve. Our inspectorate can also contribute to this process: for example, our new monitoring and supervision methods will encourage schools and school boards to develop a true culture of quality in which they can apply their own insights to boost the quality of their education. We can also provide clearer insight into the disparity between
schools. Another issue is how much pupils benefit from the distinct learning tracks offered during the first three years of secondary school, as the results achieved by pupils at different levels show a great deal of overlap.

Every school board, school and region can conduct detailed analysis into improvement opportunities. The bedrock of quality education is a combination of good teachers, good school leaders and good administrators, and as such, targeted investment and extensive professionalisation in these areas should result in further improvements. Smart use of data and implementation of this data into everyday lesson practice plays a key role in this regard as it helps bring about visible and noticeable improvement and make the most of the pupils’ talents. Furthermore, those responsible for recruitment and advice must be made more aware of the unconscious prejudices prevalent in the education sector and on the job market in particular. It would be useful to investigate how collaboration between the education sector and the job market can help remedy this situation.

Finally, the school boards, municipalities and national government must collectively intervene in the event that schools run the risk of becoming overburdened by problems, as this always has a negative effect on the pupils.

We must all work together to ensure that no talents go to waste and that the education system does justice to every child. This doesn’t mean that Anna and Isa, or Mehmet and Milan all have to become elite students, but we owe them our support in becoming the best Anna, Isa, Mehmet and Milan that they can be, regardless of who their parents are and what school they attend. After all, even ordinary pupils need special attention.

Monique Vogelzang
Inspector-General of Education

Utrecht, 12 April 2017
1 Level and performance

Increase in higher-level diplomas • In the past two decades, pupils and students have been earning increasingly high-level diplomas, a trend visible in all sectors. Within secondary education, more pupils are earning diplomas at the HAVO and VWO level and less at the VMBO level than was the case twenty years ago. Within special secondary education (VSO), more and more pupils are passing their exams, while at the MBO level, an increasing number of students is earning a level 3 or 4 diploma. Furthermore, in the last 20 years, higher-education intake levels have doubled. In recent years, the increase in the level of diplomas has halted in two areas: the percentage of VWO diplomas is declining and higher-education intake rate waned until 2016, at which point it rose again slightly.

Dutch performance ranked among the sub-top • Compared to other countries, the performance of Dutch pupils ranks among the sub-top. There are relatively few low-performing pupils, and in this respect we are doing well compared to other countries. However, our low number of high-performing pupils leaves us trailing our fellow nations in this regard. Another notable factor is that Dutch pupils’ marks have been either stable or slightly declining over the last 10 to 20 years compared to an improvement in results in many other countries.

Decline in arithmetic/mathematics until 2015 • In the period up until 2015, we observed declining performance in arithmetic and natural sciences at the primary level (TIMSS) and in mathematics and natural sciences at the secondary level (PISA), particularly among the good and high-performing pupils. The results in 2016 were a mixed bag. At the primary level, fewer pupils achieved the reference levels than in 2015. For the arithmetic tests, we saw that MBO performance remained stable and that the performance of secondary and special secondary pupils was higher in 2016 than in the previous year.

Citizenship and motivation • Pupils receive citizenship education at most schools, although it is not always equally effective and the schools have little insight into what the pupils actually learn. Furthermore, recent international studies have repeatedly shown that Dutch pupils are less motivated than pupils in other countries.
1a  Educational level and performance

More high-level diplomas

**Education level significantly increased in recent years**

In the past few decades, Dutch students have been earning diplomas at increasingly higher levels. For example, the percentage of university graduates has nearly doubled in the last 20 years and more MBO students now earn level 3 or 4 diplomas. Within secondary education, the proportion of HAVO/VWO diplomas to VMBO diplomas rose from 1 to 2 in 1990 to 1 to 1 in 2012. This means that Dutch students today have a higher level of education than in the past.

**Higher-level MBO diplomas, more VSO exams passed**

At the MBO level, the rising trend continued in 2016, with more and more students obtaining level 3 or 4 diplomas instead of level 1 or 2. The introduction of the entry-level programme has resulted in a significant drop in the number of level 1 diplomas and the percentage of MBO students who drop out of school continues to fall. At the VSO level, more and more pupils are passing their exams.

**Fewer VWO diplomas and lower higher-education intake rates**

**Fewer VWO diplomas**

The rise in secondary-school diplomas halted in 2011 and the percentage of VWO diplomas has been declining in recent years. In 2012, 19.5% of secondary-school diplomas were VWO diplomas, but by 2016 this figure had dropped to 17.9%. At the VMBO level, the diploma level continues to rise. More and more pupils are earning a diploma at the VMBO C or T level or in the VMBO Advanced vocational track, and the percentage of pupils obtaining a VMBO Basic diploma has been steadily falling. The diploma trends are displayed on page 15.

**Higher-education intake rate no longer in decline**

The intake percentages for higher education had been falling in recent years, due mainly to fewer MBO students progressing to HBO programmes. In 2016, more MBO students progressed to the HBO level, which arrested this decline, although the intake levels of HAVO and VWO students declined slightly. In absolute figures, higher-education institutions barely noticed this decline, as demographic trends and increased numbers of international students meant overall student numbers increased.

1b  Learning performance

2015 performance among the international sub-top, but falling

**Pupils above average in arithmetic, mathematics and natural sciences**

In 2015, Dutch pupils once again performed well compared to pupils from other countries, with primary-school children achieving marks way above the international average for both arithmetic and natural sciences. Dutch secondary-school pupils also performed well, particularly in mathematics. The Netherlands is currently in 6th place in the international rankings of OECD countries. Our country is also performing well in reading skills, occupying a respectable 12th place. Dutch pupils are also among the sub-top of OECD countries for natural sciences, achieving 11th place.

**Fewer low-performing and high-performing pupils**

Compared to other countries, the Netherlands has a relatively high percentage of pupils that achieve the basic level. In this regard, we are performing well compared to other countries. At the same time, a relatively low proportion of pupils are reaching the advanced level, with other countries achieving higher percentages in both primary (TIMSS) and secondary education (PISA).

**Decline mainly in arithmetic and mathematics**

In previous studies published by both TIMSS and PISA, pupils’ performances have declined compared to a few years ago. Reading performance has not fallen significantly, although over the last 10 to 20 years, Dutch pupils’ performance in arithmetic, mathematics and natural sciences has steadily declined, as can be seen in the infographics on page 16. The most significant decline in performance is in natural sciences at the primary-school level. The Netherlands is part of a small group of five countries whose test results were lower in 2015 than in 2011 (compared to 21 countries whose results were higher). The PISA study also shows declining Dutch performance in secondary maths and natural sciences.

---


Particular decline among high-performing pupils
The main decline in Dutch results is due to the lower number of high-performing pupils (see the bottom-left infographic on page 14), particularly in primary-school arithmetic. The percentage of high-performing pupils in arithmetic has declined from 50% to 37% in the past 20 years, with the percentage of pupils achieving the advanced level dropping from 12% to 4%. A similar decline is evident for mathematics at the secondary level, where over the course of 12 years, the percentage of high-level pupils has fallen from 25% to 15% and the percentage of advanced-level pupils has dropped from 7.3% in 2003 to 3.2% in 2016. Despite the greater focus on top talent, there has been no increase in the number of high-performing pupils in arithmetic and mathematics.

Arithmetic test results in 2016
Fewer primary-school children achieve the reference levels for arithmetic In 2016, the percentage of primary-school children achieving the reference levels also fell (see infographic on the right-hand side of page 15). Although most primary-school pupils achieve the basic level for arithmetic, the percentage of children failing to reach this level has increased from 9% to 13% in the past year (approximately 17,500 pupils). The percentage of pupils achieving the target level last year was 44%, which was also lower than the 2015 figure (48%). The desired level of 50% was therefore not achieved in 2016.

Relatively low results for MBO arithmetic test In the 2015–16 academic year, just one-third of MBO pupils at levels 2 and 4 achieved a passing grade on the arithmetic test, while just over half of the MBO 3 pupils passed the test. This is comparable to the situation one year earlier. In general, MBO students are satisfied with the explanations provided by teachers, but also mentioned several issues. For example, they found it demotivating that arithmetic does not count towards their diploma, they sometimes feel they are not challenged enough, behaviour in class is sometimes disruptive and pupils often do not know what material they need to know for the exams.

Arithmetic results for VSO and secondary-school pupils In 2016, pupils at both special and regular secondary schools performed better in arithmetic than they did in 2015. One notable factor is that the arithmetic skills of VSO exam candidates were comparable to those of exam candidates at regular secondary schools. VSO pupils who take the exam are therefore performing equally as well as regular pupils. Of these regular pupils, HAVO pupils were the most likely to fail arithmetic (40%). At the VMBO C or T level, this percentage is just 12% and only 5% of VWO pupils receive a failing mark. Another notable factor is that at the secondary level, the quality of arithmetic varies greatly between different schools and departments. This disparity in quality is amplified by the difference in qualification levels of the staff teaching arithmetic. Furthermore, school leaders report that 40% of the teachers have never taken a course or additional training in teaching arithmetic.

Significant overlap in results for different levels of secondary education

Significant performance overlap between different levels of secondary education There is notably large variation in the performance of secondary-school pupils at the same educational level, and as a consequence, a lot of pupils at different levels are achieving similar results. This becomes clear when you compare the PISA scores between the different levels. The infographic in the bottom-right corner of page 15 displays the performance levels of 15-year-old pupils. In all cases, there is a great deal of overlap between the results of pupils at different levels. The infographic clearly shows that the top 50% of VMBO Basic pupils achieve the same results as the average VMBO C or T pupil and that the top 50% of HAVO pupils achieve similar results to the average VWO pupil. The results of the other tests display the same level of overlap. This begs the question of whether a lot of pupils are at a level that is either too high or too low for them.

Similar pupils in different transition classes As early as the first year of secondary education, there is already great disparity in the cognitive performance of pupils at the same level, and significant overlap exists between the performances of pupils at different levels. One reason for this is the process of advice, school selection and placement during the transition from primary education to secondary education. For example, at some schools, pupils with a score of 541 on the Central Attainment Test (CAT) are placed in a homogeneous VWO class, while at other schools, pupils with the same score are regularly placed in a VMBO C or T or a HAVO transition class. In addition, pupils and their parents
Results declining on the international stage

Dutch pupils in the fourth year of primary school perform above the international average in arithmetic and natural sciences, although the results display a negative trend. In 2015, Dutch 15-year-olds performed less well in international tests in natural sciences and mathematics than in 2012, although the results in reading skills did not decline significantly. The drop in performance level was caused mainly by the lower number of high-performing pupils.

TIMSS ARITHMETIC SCORES FOR PRIMARY EDUCATION

PISA SCORES FOR SECONDARY EDUCATION
Fewer VWO and VMBO Basic diplomas

The percentage of both VWO and VMBO Basic diplomas has fallen in the past five years, while the percentage of HAVO and VMBO Advanced diplomas has risen.

![Graph showing SE diplomas trend from 2010/11 to 2015/16](image)

Poorer arithmetic results at the end of primary school

In 2016, more primary-school children failed to reach the 1F level and fewer pupils achieved the Target level 1SI. However, more pupils in secondary education and special secondary education achieved passing marks in the arithmetic tests. In 2016, the MBO pupils achieved arithmetic scores comparable to those in 2015.

Significant overlap in secondary-school results

The results of the top 50% of HAVO pupils are the same as those of the average VWO pupil and the results of the top 50% of VMBO Advanced pupils are the same as those of the average VMBO C/T pupil.

![Graph showing PISA reading scores at each SE level](image)
often pick specific transition classes. Both pupils and schools make a diverse range of decisions, resulting in major variation in first-year levels selected for cognitively similar pupils (see page 21 for more information).

Level and performance

Results declining on the international stage  • Dutch pupils in the fourth year of primary school perform above the international average in arithmetic and natural sciences, although the results display a negative trend. In 2015, Dutch 15-year-olds performed less well in international tests in natural sciences and mathematics than in 2012. Although the results in reading skills did not decline significantly. The drop in performance level was caused mainly by the lower number of high-performing pupils.

1c Citizenship education and motivation to learn

Citizenship skills leave much to be desired

Citizenship skills average, citizenship knowledge lagging behind  • No recent international studies into pupils’ citizenship skills exist. In a 2009 study of secondary-school pupils, Dutch pupils were rated as average on the international stage, although they had relatively little knowledge of good citizenship, particularly compared to pupils from other European countries. The proportion of pupils in the lowest category for knowledge of good citizenship (43%) was relatively high compared to other European countries. Nearly a quarter (24%) of pupils were in the highest category for knowledge of good citizenship.

Knowledge of good citizenship differs at each level  • There is major variance in knowledge of good citizenship between VMBO pupils and HAVO/VWO pupils, a factor that is evident as soon as they begin secondary education. The differences in citizenship knowledge between the various social groups are found in all countries with selective education systems, including the Netherlands.

Attitude regarding citizenship  • The majority of Dutch schoolchildren support social equality and equal political rights for citizens. If we compare the attitude of Dutch schoolchildren to those in other nations, the Netherlands has a comparatively larger proportion who reject the principle of equal rights. This difference with other countries does not apply to other social themes such as confidence in the government and support for freedom of speech.

---

3 Schulz, W., Ainley, J., Fraillon, J., Kerr, D. & Losito, B. (2010). Initial findings from the IEA international civic and citizenship education study. Amsterdam: IEA.

Improvement in citizenship education needed

Recently, we reported that citizenship development in primary and secondary education has been stagnating. There is little coherence and goal-orientation regarding citizenship education and there is no insight into what it teaches the pupils. Although reinforcement of the conditions for citizenship education is required, there are definitely reference points to improve the situation. For example, the schools collaborating in the Alliantie Burgerschap (Citizenship Alliance) show that it is perfectly possible to monitor results, and many schools think that despite beliefs to the contrary, citizenship education does not have to be ‘complicated’ or ‘sensitive’ regarding differences of opinion on standards and values.

Motivation to learn lagging behind

Secondary-school pupils unmotivated

The recent PISA study repeatedly shows that compared to pupils in other countries, Dutch pupils have less motivation to learn. Within secondary education, a very low proportion of pupils find mathematics and physics interesting. In a previous study, PISA showed that 50% of Dutch pupils do not read for fun and only 20% of pupils read every day. Compared to other countries, Dutch pupils are also less prepared to work hard and do their utmost to solve the most difficult problems. They are more likely to avoid complex problems and lose interest in the subject matter sooner. One particularly notable factor is that the parents’ education levels make little difference to the pupils’ motivation levels: in the Netherlands, pupils with highly-educated parents have much the same motivation levels as pupils with less-educated parents.

Primary-school children also less motivated

Dutch primary-school pupils are also less motivated than pupils in other countries. Just one-third of Dutch pupils in the fourth year of primary school say they enjoy arithmetic a lot, while the international average is 46%. For natural sciences, the Dutch figure is 46% compared to the international average of 56%. Pupils in only 6 of the 49 countries enjoy arithmetic less than Dutch pupils. Dutch schoolchildren also appear to be less result-oriented than in other countries.

Greater motivation towards the end of primary school

Recent studies also show that pupils’ attitudes change in the last two years of primary school, with more pupils displaying a positive attitude towards schoolwork. This increase suggests that pupils work harder towards the end of primary school and are aware of the importance of the final year. Although the pupils in the sixth year of primary school have a more positive attitude towards their work, their motivation does not necessarily show a similar increase. It is likely that parents and teachers encourage the pupils to do their best in this year and pupils may well work harder to gain admission to the highest possible level of secondary education.

---

2 Equal opportunities?

Growing inequality • Last year, we reported on the increasing inequality within the education system, with increasing gaps in educational opportunities between pupils with less-educated parents and pupils with highly-educated parents. By this, we mean that pupils with less-educated parents are less likely to earn a high-level diploma than pupils with highly-educated parents. This increasing inequality was particularly evident in the recommendations issued to primary-school leavers, the early years of secondary education and the intake levels for higher education. In general, this situation remains unchanged, although a couple of initial improvements have been made: within primary education, recommendations are now more frequently adjusted and more students with MBO level 4 diplomas are progressing to the HBO level. These are encouraging developments.

Transition from primary to secondary school remains problematic • The progression of pupils from primary to secondary education remains a problem area with regard to equal opportunities. One positive development is that in 2016, higher test results generated twice as many recommendations being adjusted, although this failed to reduce the disparity between recommendations for pupils with less-educated parents and highly-educated parents. In fact, this disparity actually increased slightly, as the adjustments were more often made for pupils with highly-educated parents, due in part to the fact that these parents were more insistent. In addition, there are major differences within year 1 of secondary education. Pupils with less-educated parents are more likely to select a broader or lower-level transition class, while pupils with highly-educated parents more frequently choose a homogeneous transition class at the highest possible level. Pupils with less-educated parents are more frequently offered lower-level education and are more likely to drop down half a level or even a full level in the initial years of secondary school. The rising trend in the level of pupils with highly-educated parents has caused the disparity between the two groups to increase in the lower years of secondary education.

Labour-market alignment • The transition from education to the job market is another problem area with regard to equal opportunities. In relation to the transition from MBO and HBO to the job market, huge differences exist between graduates from different backgrounds. Graduates with a non-Western migrant background are more likely to be unemployed than other graduates with similar diplomas. These differences have increased substantially in the past 20 years, although they seem to have decreased over the past year. The difference in job-market opportunities is also reflected by how easily students find work placements during their course.
2a  Early childhood education (ECE)

ECE is good for quality, yet separates groups even more

Programmes effective for target-group children •

Most municipalities offer ECE programmes for children who are or are at risk of lagging behind (referred to as target-group children). An estimated 35% of children of preschool age are issued with an ECE recommendation. In recent years, the range and scope of ECE has increased considerably, although the number of target-group children actually participating in an ECE programme varies between the different municipalities. In particular, children from the poorest families are less likely to attend ECE programmes or nursery. The target-group children who do attend ECE do not catch up entirely, although they do reduce the learning deficit somewhat. Their vocabularies catch up to a degree and their attention levels also improve. However, this does not apply to their arithmetic skills. The CPB also shows that children who attend ECE are less likely to be held back a year.

Different groups: non-ECE, playgroup and nursery •

Before starting school at the age of four, 90% of Dutch children attend playgroup or nursery. Children from the highest income groups mainly attend nursery and children from the lowest income groups attend playgroup. The majority of children who do not attend ECE are in the lowest income groups.

Higher quality of ECE programmes •

Playgroups make the most use of ECE programmes, although nurseries are also making greater use of ECE. In general, the quality of playgroups/nurseries that offer ECE programmes is better than that of those institutions that do not.

---

2b  Transition from primary to secondary education

Equal opportunities and recommendation trends

Growing inequality regarding recommendations •

Last year, we showed how children with highly-educated parents are not only more likely to be given a higher recommendation than children of less-educated parents, but that this gap has widened in recent years. The disparity also applies when you take into account the children’s cognitive abilities.

More adjustments in 2016 •

The increasing inequality in recommendations has been the focus of much attention in the education sector. It seems that in reaction to this issue, teachers have become more likely to adjust the recommendations, as in 2016, twice as many recommendations were adjusted. Also, in 2015, 17% of pupils were issued a recommendation that was one level lower than their test results, while this figure dropped to 15% in 2016.

Slightly higher recommendations in 2016 •

The average recommendation level increased very slightly in 2016. Due to the decline in test results and greater reluctance to issue lower recommendations, the percentage of pupils with a relatively high recommendation increased. In 2015, an average of 12% of pupils were issued a recommendation that was one or more levels higher than their Central Attainment Test results would suggest. In 2016, this figure rose to 14%.

No decrease in inequality •

The different recommendation practices in 2016 did not result in a decrease in inequality. Although pupils with less-educated parents (MBO level 1 or below) are now considerably less likely to be issued with a lower recommendation, the main beneficiaries of the new practices in 2016 were the children of highly-educated parents. Their recommendations were more frequently increased following the CAT, and in 2016, they were more likely to be issued with a higher-than-expected recommendation based on their test results, partly due to their parents’ insistence. Teachers often have difficulty withstanding this kind of pressure from parents. As a result of these developments, the gap between pupils with less-educated parents and those with highly-educated parents widened.

---

Over-recommendations and under-recommendations for high achievers • One example clarifies the scale of the recommendation gap: you would expect pupils who score highly on the attainment test to receive a VWO recommendation. However, this is often not the case. Pupils with less-educated parents are much more likely to receive a lower recommendation than pupils whose parents went to university. The teachers of 25% of the pupils with less-educated parents who scored 549 did not believe the child would be suitable for the VWO level, making them five times more likely to be issued with a lower recommendation than pupils whose parents went to university.

Higher recommendations in urban areas • The recommendations also differ strongly from region to region. Certain regions, such as Haarlem, the Zaan district, Greater Amsterdam, Delft and Westland, tend to issue relatively higher recommendations, while others, such as East Groningen, North Limburg, Delfzijl and district and South-East Drenthe, issue relatively lower recommendations. The town, city or village in which pupils live also has a significant impact on the recommendations (in relation to the test results). Pupils in urban areas are more likely to receive a higher recommendation based on their CAT score and less likely to receive an under-recommendation. The influence of urbanity on the recommendations has increased since 2014.

Equal opportunities in school selection and secondary-school placement

Equal test scores, yet different transition/regular classes • There is a great deal of variance in the type of transition class or regular class to which pupils with equal test scores are assigned, as can be seen in the infographic in the bottom-left corner of page 23. This shows the recommendations issued to pupils in year 1 of secondary school in 2014-15 and the CAT scores they achieved in the 2013-14 academic year. A relatively large proportion of the children were placed half a level or more below what would have been expected based on their CAT score. This is particularly noticeable for high-scoring VWO pupils (the dark-blue bars). 30% of the pupils with the highest CAT scores were placed in a HAVO/VWO transition class. The infographic also shows that a substantial percentage of pupils in year 1 are at a higher level than would be expected based on their CAT score. At least 20% of pupils with a score that would suggest a VMBO C or T recommendation are actually in a HAVO/VWO transition class: these are mainly pupils with highly-educated parents.

Gap widened by choice of transition class • In addition, it has been found that children of highly-educated parents who receive a particular CAT score and are issued with the same recommendation as a fellow pupil with less-educated parents are more likely to be assigned to a higher education level in year 1 of secondary school. This is because children of highly-educated parents are more likely to be placed in a higher type of transition class than children of less-educated parents. On page 23, you can see that the education level of the parents also has an impact on the percentage of pupils with a CAT score of 545 who are placed in a homogeneous VWO transition class at secondary school. This is the case for half of the children of highly-educated parents, but only a quarter of the children of less-educated parents. Pupils with highly-educated parents are more frequently placed in different types of transition classes and at different schools from pupils with less-educated parents.

Increasing diversity in the classrooms

More variety in class levels at the secondary level • In the past two years, the pupils’ learning performance has become a less decisive factor in the recommendation and placement process for year 1. This has had two consequences:
• Children of highly-educated parents with low test scores are more frequently assigned to the HAVO and VWO level due to a relatively ‘high’ recommendation and their choice of a certain school or transition class.
• Children of less-educated parents with high test scores are more frequently assigned to lower education levels due to a relatively ‘low’ recommendation and their choice of a certain school or transition class. This means that at secondary schools, there is greater variety in the education levels of the pupils in each class: a difference that has been increasing over the years. In the most heavily urbanised areas, this variance has increased more significantly than in more rural areas.

Level transfers in the early years

Lots of level changes in the lower years of SE • Many pupils switch levels during the first years of secondary school. By year 3, one-quarter of the pupils are one whole level higher or lower than the level of the transition class to which they were originally assigned. Just half of the pupils remain at the same level as their original transition class.
Equal opportunities

DIFFERENCE IN % UNEMPLOYMENT RATE COMPARED TO GRADUATES WITH NON-MIGRANT BACKGROUNDS

MBO, non-Western migrant background
MBO, Western migrant background
HBO, non-Western migrant background
HBO, Western migrant background

Sources: IvhO, ROA
Lots of level transfer in the lower years of SE

A great deal of pupils change levels in the first years of secondary school. Between years 1 and 3, pupils with less-educated parents more frequently transfer down than pupils with highly-educated parents.

### PERCENTAGE OF TRANSFERS IN RELATION TO THE PARENTS’ EDUCATION LEVEL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MBO level 1 or lower</th>
<th>MBO level 2 or 3</th>
<th>MBO level 4</th>
<th>HBO</th>
<th>WO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>11.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>51.2</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>62.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>7.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Higher-education intake opportunities

In recent years, higher-education intake rates have fallen for nearly all groups. This decline was most significant for prospective students whose parents hold an MBO level 2 diploma or lower. However, this decline halted in 2016.

### INTAKE PATTERNS TO HIGHER EDUCATION PER PARENTAL EDUCATIONAL LEVEL (%)

Major differences in the transition from PE to SE

Pupils who achieve the same scores on the Central Attainment Test are often assigned to very different levels of secondary education.

### % OF PUPILS ASSIGNED TO (ACCORDING TO TEST RESULTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VWO</th>
<th>HAVO/VWO</th>
<th>HAVO</th>
<th>VMBO C OR T/HAVO</th>
<th>VMBO C/T</th>
<th>VMBO A</th>
<th>VMBO</th>
<th>B/VMBO A</th>
<th>Broad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>550</td>
<td>549</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>543</td>
<td>542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>533</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>530</td>
<td>529</td>
<td>528</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>526</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>518</td>
<td>517</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>513</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>495</td>
<td>494</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>492</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>480</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>478</td>
<td>477</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>474</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>472</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>460</td>
<td>459</td>
<td>458</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>435</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>420</td>
<td>419</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>417</td>
<td>416</td>
<td>415</td>
<td>414</td>
<td>413</td>
<td>412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>396</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>393</td>
<td>392</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>380</td>
<td>379</td>
<td>378</td>
<td>377</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>375</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>340</td>
<td>339</td>
<td>338</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>336</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>334</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>320</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>315</td>
<td>314</td>
<td>313</td>
<td>312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>310</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>302</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>280</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>277</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>272</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PUPILS IN A HOMOGENEOUS VWO TRANSITION CLASS IN RELATION TO THE PARENTS’ EDUCATION LEVEL (%)

Children with highly-educated parents with a score of 545 on the Central Attainment Test are more frequently placed in a VWO transition class. By year 3, a higher percentage of these pupils have been transferred up to the VWO level than pupils who started out in a HAVO/VWO transition class.

### VWO PUPILS IN YEAR 3 IN RELATION TO THE PARENTS’ EDUCATION LEVEL AND THE TYPE OF TRANSITION CLASS (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MBO level 1 or 3</th>
<th>MBO level 2 or 3</th>
<th>MBO level 4</th>
<th>HBO</th>
<th>WO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>40.7</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>47.3</td>
<td>47.8</td>
<td>56.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>76</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inequality regarding level transfers • The transfers during the lower years of secondary education are disadvantageous to children of less-educated parents. This group is more likely to transfer to a lower level (known as transferring down) than pupils with highly-educated parents, as can be seen in the infographic in the top-left corner of page 23. It shows that children of highly-educated parents are far less likely to transfer down and the likelihood of transferring up is greater.

Type of transition class decisive factor in transfers during lower years of SE • The level transfers during the first years of SE are closely related to the type of transition class that the pupils are in. We have already seen that high-achieving pupils with university-educated parents are more frequently assigned to homogeneous VWO transition classes and that high-achieving pupils whose parents are not university educated are more frequently placed in a HAVO/VWO transition class. This can affect the level of the curriculum they are offered. By year 3, pupils assigned to a VWO transition class are more frequently at the VWO level than those beginning in a HAVO/VWO transition class, as can be seen in the infographic in the bottom-right of page 23. The same pattern is evident for pupils of VMBO T and HAVO transition classes. In all cases, the type of transition class was specifically chosen and this decision amplifies the gap between pupils with highly-educated parents and pupils with less-educated parents.

More transfers following discrepancies between recommendations and test results • Pupils whose recommendations were relatively high or low compared to their test results transfer significantly more often. As expected, pupils issued with a lower-than-expected recommendation based on their CAT score more often move to a higher level (transferring up) and pupils issued with a higher-than-expected recommendation more frequently drop down a level (transferring down). The pupils in both groups transfer far more often than pupils whose recommendations matched their test results. Only a few percent of this latter group transfer up, and only a few percent transfer down. By contrast, only a few percent of the pupils with a relatively higher or lower recommendation remain at the level at which they started, with the majority of these pupils transferring to a higher or lower level. If their recommendation was relatively low, then they are more likely to transfer up, although surprisingly enough, they are also more likely to transfer down. The reverse is also true: the pupils whose recommendations were relatively low are both more likely to transfer up and more likely to transfer down. Therefore, pupils whose recommendations and test results do not match change levels more frequently during the lower years of secondary school.

Consequences for the education levels in year 3 • Level transfers during the lower years of SE are closely related to the composition of the transition class. For example, pupils with similar test scores who are placed in a VWO class rather than a broad transition class are twice as likely on average to remain at the VWO level in year 3. The same correlation applies to pupils assigned to a VMBO T/HAVO transition class or in a HAVO transition class. For all pupils, the higher the level they are assigned, the more likely they are to reach a higher level.

Relatively high number of pupils staying back a class • In the Netherlands, a relatively high number of pupils switch classes, levels and schools. To prevent them from having to transfer down, a relatively high number of children in the Netherlands are kept back a year, a percentage that is also high in comparison with other countries.

2c Equal opportunities at the MBO level and in higher education

Inequality at the MBO level

Inequality in academic careers at the MBO level • At the MBO level – just like in secondary education – we see differences relating to the parents’ academic background. Students with less-educated parents more often fail to earn a diploma than students with highly-educated parents, and the level of the diploma is also affected by the parents’ education level. The higher the qualifications of the parents, the less likely a student is to earn a lower-than-expected diploma and the more likely they are to obtain a higher-than-expected diploma (expectations based on their entry level).

Migrant backgrounds • Students with a migrant background are also more likely to drop out, although on average, those that do not are more likely to earn a diploma at a higher (than expected) level than students without a migrant background. Their admission levels to higher education have not decreased further.

Higher-education intake opportunities • Since 2008, prospective students with less-educated parents have had increasingly diminishing chances of being admitted to a higher-education programme. In 2016-17, opportu-
nities for this group increased for the first time in years, as shown by the infographic in the top-right corner of page 23. It shows the intake percentages in recent years broken down according to the education level of the parents of prospective students (HAVO, VWO and MBO level 4 graduates).

Slight improvement in intake levels • In 2016, there was a slight improvement in higher-education intake opportunities, particularly for prospective students with less-educated parents. This is certainly a positive development. This increase is mainly due to the higher numbers of MBO level 4 graduates being admitted to HBO programmes, and as a result, the difference in intake opportunities between children of less-educated parents and highly-educated parents dropped from 28% to 27%.

2d Inequality on the job market

Job market • Coherence between education and the job market is improving. For MBO, HBO and WO graduates, the likelihood of finding a job (at the appropriate level) has been increasing in recent years.12 Graduates find a job appropriate to their education level sooner. However, this increase does not apply equally to all types of graduate: in recent years, the gap in job opportunities between holders of different types of diploma has increased more significantly than in previous years. Inequality on the job market is therefore on the rise.

Inequality on the job market for MBO graduates

Inequality of job opportunities affects MBO graduates most • Graduates with a non-Western migrant background – especially MBO graduates – have more difficulty finding a job than the other groups of graduates. 6% of native Dutch graduates of the school-based vocational track (BOL) are still unemployed one year after graduating, compared to 20% of BOL graduates with a non-Western migrant background. Having a migrant background is a much greater cause of inequality than the parents’ education level, and the inequality has been increasing in recent years. This is clearly reflected by the infographic at the bottom of page 22, which displays the difference in unemployment rates between graduates with and without a migrant background (equal-opportunities infographic). In 2001, the difference in the unemployment rates of native Dutch and non-Western MBO graduates was 5 percentage points, compared to 12 percentage points in 2015: a clear increase. However, this difference decreased slightly in 2015.

Opportunities differ between sectors • There is also inequality between the sectors in which students earn their diplomas. The Behaviour & Society sector and the Economics sector in particular display the greatest inequality of job opportunities. This inequality has also increased substantially since 2008. According to the ROA research centre, the differences in job opportunities are greatest in the private sector and among professions involving a great deal of customer contact.12

Inequality in work-placement opportunities • Some MBO students are able to find a work placement more easily than others. This is another instance in which students with a non-Western migrant background are significantly disadvantaged. 31% of BOL students with a migrant background say they have difficulty finding a work placement compared to 22% of students with a native Dutch background. The percentage of students that have difficulty finding a work placement is highest among students with a Moroccan migrant background. MBO programme staff report that employers sometimes prefer native Dutch students but the programmes don’t actually say anything about this for fear of losing good-quality work placements.

Inequality on the job market for HBO graduates

Inequality in job opportunities for HBO graduates • With regard to progression from HBO to the job market, the pattern is similar to that of the MBO level: graduates’ job opportunities have improved but the gap between native Dutch graduates and graduates with a migrant background has also increased. 4% of the 2015 graduates without a migrant background were still unemployed one year later, compared to over 11% of graduates with a non-Western migrant background. This gap has been increasing since 2001 (also the case for MBO graduates), as displayed by the infographic at the bottom of page 22 in which the yellow lines highlight the difference in unemployment rates for HBO graduates. In 2001, the difference between native Dutch graduates and graduates with a non-Western migrant background was two percentage points, while by 2015, this gap had increased to over six percentage points. Just like in the MBO sector, the difference in job opportunities is largest in the Behaviour & Society sector and the Economics sector, although this gap has closed slightly over the past two years.

3 Disparity between schools

**Major disparity in learning performance** ● There is a great deal of variation in the learning performance of Dutch schools. The level of disparity between Dutch secondary schools is greater than in other countries and there are also major differences between institutions and programmes with similar pupils/students. The school or university these pupils/students attend and the programme they choose has an effect on the development of their talent.

**Variety and disparity of quality** ● The variety of schools is a very positive factor that increases diversity, giving parents, schoolchildren and students a rich selection of educational institutions and programmes and enabling them to choose the one that suits them best. However, there is also great disparity in the quality of the education provided by these schools, and the basic conditions – such as the available budget and teaching staff – also differ from institution to institution.

**Specialisation and segregation** ● Nowadays, different schools and programmes are more likely to specifically focus on a particular concept or profile, which means they attract more specific groups of pupils/students. Specialisations such as these sometimes amplify the disparity between different institutions or programmes in the same school, region or municipality.

**Overburdened schools** ● It can sometimes occur that schools are hit by a variety of social problems such as difficult pupil populations and significant divides between the pupils and teaching staff. As a result, these institutions are forced to perform extra social functions. This can sometimes result in a downward spiral that can only be halted by an effective school board and a strong school leader, and sometimes extra external support is also required.
3a Major disparities in performance between different schools/programmes

Noticeable disparities between institutions and programmes

Greater disparity between institutions than in other countries • In the Netherlands, the performances of secondary schools are more varied than in other countries, as can be seen in the infographic on the right-hand side of page 31. This infographic displays the scale of the disparity in secondary schools’ PISA natural-sciences scores. No other country has a higher degree of disparity than the Netherlands. To a great extent, the variation in the PISA scores is explained by the fact that different secondary schools each offer a different level of education. However, the disparity in performance remains high in the Netherlands even when compared to countries with similar systems such as Switzerland, Germany and Belgium. Furthermore, the much higher disparity in performance between Dutch schools can be explained by aspects of the individual institutions such as the learning climate, teacher quality or the subject matter that the children learn.

Disparity in performance between similar populations • The variety in different schools’ performances is also noticeable when we compare schools with similar pupil populations, as can be seen on page 30. The left-hand infographic displays the pupil weighting of the different primary schools compared to the average score on the CAT (averages taken over three years). It is clearly apparent that the average scores on the attainment test differ greatly among both schools with a high number of weighted pupils and schools with few weighted pupils. Some schools with an average number of weighted pupils achieve an average score of below 530 while others score above 540. The same disparity is apparent between schools with few weighted pupils. In addition, some schools with lots of weighted pupils achieve average scores of below 525 while others exceed 535. The test results of schools with equal numbers of weighted pupils differ between 10 and 20 points, which amounts to a difference of one or more education levels when applied to primary-school recommendations. These huge disparities in average test results even exist between schools in the same district. We also see equally significant disparities when we compare primary schools with pupils from different backgrounds (parents’ education level, income, ethnic background, Statistics Netherlands pupil weighting).

Major disparities in secondary education • Similar disparities are also evident in secondary education. The infographic on the right-hand side of page 30 displays the correlation between the percentage of weighted pupils at each school and the pass rates of VMBO C or T pupils (averages taken over three years). These figures also show substantial disparity between the schools. Some schools achieve a 75% pass rate, while other schools whose pupil populations have similar backgrounds achieve 100% pass rates. This disparity is also evident when we compare schools based on all categories of pupil backgrounds and on different performance criteria. In all cases, the disparity between schools with similar pupil populations is conspicuously large.

MBO and HE diploma rates for individual programmes • MBO and HBO students enrolled in particular programmes are more likely to graduate than students of other programmes. The performance rates between different programmes differ greatly. The disparity between all of the different MBO and HBO sectors is reflected by the infographic on page 31, which displays the programmes’ success rates in relation to the students’ social status (determined by the district status score). The greater the status score, the richer and more educated the district is. The infographic shows the considerable disparities between programmes, including those with reasonably similar student populations. Some programmes have a 40% graduation rate, while others are as high as 90%.

Is talent going to waste?

Disparity in schools’ talent development • The considerable disparity between different schools seem to indicate differences in the ability to develop talent. At particular institutions and within particular programmes, pupils and students are more likely to pass than in others. It seems that some of the schools are better at getting the most out of their pupils’ talents than others, which can have significant consequences for their future academic career.

Underperforming primary schools produce underperforming pupils • When you examine the academic careers of pupils who attended underperforming primary schools, it is clear to see that some schools offer their pupils greater opportunities than others. Attending an underperforming primary school creates...
from primary school to higher education. By year 3 of secondary school, these pupils are nearly half a level lower than pupils who attended good-quality primary schools. Pupils from weak primary schools who go on to study at the VMBO level would probably have been capable of the HAVO level if they had attended a better primary school.

3b Quality of the educational process and basic conditions

Differences in quality

Disparity in educational quality • There are also significant differences in the quality of the schools’ education and educational processes, as has been observed by inspectors visiting the schools. This variety applies to all sectors in the Dutch education system, from primary school to higher education.

Characteristics of a good primary or secondary school • There are a number of factors that enable schools to get the most out of their pupils, the most important of which is the quality of the lessons. To ensure good quality, you need a task-focused working climate, active pupil involvement and clear explanation. A pupil-monitoring system, structural pupil care and extra material for pupils that need it (e.g. children with language deficits) also contribute to better performance. In addition, good and excellent-quality schools frequently have strong teams, focus a great deal of attention on professionalisation and improvement and have a strong school leader.

Good-quality lessons • The importance of high-quality lessons is clearly evident at primary schools with lots of pupils with less-educated parents. Schools like these where the pupils achieve good or excellent results usually give very high-quality lessons. The schools that achieve lesser results often give lower quality lessons. The main distinctive factors in lesson quality are a task-focused working climate and clear explanation during the lessons.

MBO success factors • At the MBO level, programmes often have good insight into the quality of the education, including within teams. In these teams, targeted effort is devoted to ensuring students receive high-quality education, and lecturers and staff actively work on quality control. The more intensively employees focus on quality control, the more significant the improvement in quality. This strong team focus is usually combined with higher quality in other aspects of the education process. It is also often the case that educational leadership helps ensure everyone within the programme is on the same page when it comes to the quality and optimisation of education and exams.

Relevance of HBO satisfaction • The disparities in graduation rates between comparable student populations are also evident at the HBO level. Within programmes with a relatively high number of students from poorer areas, a noticeable factor is that higher graduation rates often correlate with higher student-satisfaction scores. Programmes with high graduation rates have 11% higher scores for student satisfaction than other programmes (77% compared to 66%).

Effect of basic conditions (teaching staff, finances)

Teacher shortages affect every school differently • The basic conditions that affect schools and programmes differ greatly. For example, some schools and programmes have no difficulty whatsoever in attracting high-quality teachers. How easily schools fill vacancies and the quality of the applicants differs considerably between individual schools and programmes. These differences are sometimes regional, although the basic conditions within these regions also differ greatly. For example, it may be true that the shortage of primary-school teachers is mainly a problem affecting the Randstad conurbation, but even in the big cities schools often differ from each other. For example, teachers looking for a job are more likely to choose schools with an easier pupil population, so vacancies at schools with a more challenging pupil population are harder to fill. At the secondary level, the shortage of German teachers and teachers of technical subjects also hits some schools harder than others.

Qualified and unqualified teachers • As the pool of available qualified teachers differs for each school, the percentages of unqualified teachers working in the secondary-school sector also differ. At 15% of the schools, all of the lessons are given by qualified teachers, while at 25% of the schools, more than 10% of the lessons are given by unqualified teachers. At 2% of the schools, unqualified teachers conduct more than a quarter of the lessons. Sometimes this is a conscious decision by the school, and at other times they simply don’t have enough qualified teachers. At schools with more children of less-educated parents, the percentage of lessons conducted by an unqualified teacher is much higher than at other schools. We also see similar patterns with regard to sick leave: the more pupils with less-educated parents a school has, the greater the variation and the higher the sickness-absence rate.
Disparity between schools

When two or more schools share a postal code, they sometimes have considerably different pupil populations: this is so in nearly 10% of cases.

Major differences between schools in the same street

When two or more schools share a postal code, they sometimes have considerably different pupil populations: this is so in nearly 10% of cases.
Major disparity in learning performance and success rates

Schools with comparable pupil populations differ greatly with regard to test scores and success rates, a disparity that is also evident between MBO and higher-education programmes with similar student populations.

The Netherlands has the biggest disparity between schools

The Netherlands has the highest level of disparity between schools of all OECD countries. However, within the individual schools, there is little variation in performance.

Pupil backgrounds at primary schools in the same neighbourhood

Considerable variations in success rates exist between similar student populations.

Considerable variations in test scores exist between similar student populations.

Less-educated parents with a non-Western migrant background

Higher-educated parents with a Western or no migrant background

Sources: IVH-O, SCP, PISA
Budget inequalities • Spending power also differs greatly between schools and programmes. Some schools or programmes have extensive resources, others do not. Exact figures on the spending power of each school and programme and the distribution of resources within these schools/programmes are not available.

3c School profiles
School profiles and recruitment of pupils

More distinctive profiles • In all sectors, schools and programmes compete with each other for the best pupils and students. Schools mainly establish reputations by offering high quality or by focusing on specific concepts or working methods, a process that boosts the quality and diversity of our education system. Inspectors have observed a trend for schools to distinguish themselves by focusing on specific concepts and working methods, and this trend is reflected in the increase in schools with a specific profile. In addition, more and more schools are offering special programmes, e.g. for gifted children, children who speak English/other languages, autistic children etc. We have also noticed an increase in the number of pupils at Islamic schools. As mentioned before, the specialisation of these schools results in greater educational diversity and more choice.

Differences in pupil populations • School profiles in combination with differences in pupils’ and parents’ school choices means that schools are more likely to attract pupils and students from similar backgrounds. This factor is particularly noticeable in schools that share a postal code. Such schools are often situated next door to each other and sometimes share playgrounds, yet these neighbouring schools sometimes have very different pupil populations. The infographic at the bottom of page 31 show the pupil populations of three primary schools that share a postcode. Despite being situated next door to one another, their pupil populations differ greatly.

Segregation • In Section 1a, we raised the issue that primary and secondary schools are becoming more heterogeneous with regard to the pupils’ cognitive abilities; at each level, the pupils’ results differ greatly. However, when we examine the education level and income of the pupils’ parents, then primary-school classes become more homogeneous. In this respect, not much has changed within secondary education. At the same time, ethnic segregation is declining at both the primary and secondary levels. Segregation trends are difficult to determine because of their tendency to fluctuate and their relationship to demographic trends (such as housing segregation and increasing numbers of pupils with a migrant background). Social segregation in the education system is noticeably an urban phenomenon. The outliers in this regard are schools populated almost exclusively by pupils with university-educated parents and schools populated mainly by pupils from problem areas and/or pupils unable to gain admission to other schools.

Major learning deficits at a number of schools in disadvantaged areas • Although on average, the Netherlands achieved high scores for pupil performance in the PISA study, pupils at schools with a high proportion of children from a lower socioeconomic status have a relatively above-average learning deficit. The pupils at the most socioeconomically disadvantaged schools achieve considerably lower marks than pupils at similar schools in other OECD countries.

3d Overburdened schools

Downward spirals

Sociocultural distance between pupils and schools • Some groups of pupils are socioculturally distant from the school they attend. This can be the case if young people grow up in an environment characterised by intolerance, mistrust of society and public institutions, rejection of the principles of a free and open society, and a feeling that they don’t belong. When social integration fails, the school’s relevance and legitimacy are diminished and pupils don’t identify with democratic society and the values it embodies. Sometimes, a rift opens up between teachers and pupils.15 This removes the school’s moral authority and can result in pupils viewing school as an instrument of a dominant culture or in the education being restricted to the transfer of subcultural values. As a result, these schools lose their ability to function as a bridge to higher education and the job market.

Some schools overstrained • Schools with a lot of pupils from socioeconomically deprived areas and pupils with significant sociocultural distance to society face significant challenges and can become overstrained as a result. Inspectors have often seen these schools struggle to achieve good results, create a pleasant learning climate and social safety, motivate

their pupils and, in essence, to offer a hopeful and unifying perspective for the future.

**Causes of downward spirals** • Sometimes schools lose their grip on the situation. For example, they may be unable to satisfy their pupils’ educational needs, incapable of motivating their pupils to learn or teaching them to take responsibility for their actions, unable to communicate with pupils, and/or incapable of creating a positive learning climate. This sets off a downward spiral, causing teachers to become overburdened.¹⁶ Social safety at school declines, learning performance falls, the school gets a bad name and the number of pupils drops. Children in the area choose to go to different schools and the school becomes populated by children who are strangers to the region. Sick leave and staff turnover increase. And in serious cases, the situation can deteriorate even further and information in the media or on social networks make things even harder for the school.

**Measures and opportunities**

**Safe and positive learning environment** • The inspectors have also witnessed schools successfully halting downward spirals such as these. The school leaders and boards who managed this often implemented a combination of measures, and one of these schools even improved to the point of excellence. They were able to break the pattern of chaos and unmanageability by setting and enforcing codes of conduct and promoting them via clear communication, closely involving the pupils and sharing responsibilities. They also frequently promoted straightforward pedagogical skills for all (both teachers and non-teaching staff), as a result of which pupils no longer feel that teachers were treating them unequally or unfairly. This created a safe and positive learning environment.

**Supporting teacher quality** • Schools that break out of such downward spirals often go on to provide lessons that are of high pedagogic and didactic quality. They also monitor the quality of the lessons and teachers, often via intervision, supervision, guidance, training and a supportive personnel policy. This is regularly combined with school-wide discussions regarding the educational focus of the school. A vision is created and implemented into concrete agreements and the school leader ensures a firm basis of support for this vision. Often, a new school leader is appointed to usher in a fresh start or the school building is renovated to give new energy to the school.

**Good teamwork** • Successful schools are more likely to have a higher level of teamwork amongst the staff. The teams have an excellent sense of joint responsibility, mutual trust and involvement, and friendly consultation and support between colleagues usually comes naturally to them. In order to achieve this, external expertise and support is often called in.

**Additional measures in complex situations**

**Combating street culture** • Sometimes, schools are faced with pupils who do not accept the authority of schools or consider education to be useless due to influence from street culture, learning/behavioural disorders, problems at home or conflicting values. Pupils who have a negative attitude towards learning or do not recognise the school’s authority cause disruption to classes and generate a group dynamic that teachers have little to no control over. Pupil populations such as these place even higher demands on the school. The schools that meet these demands are able to open up communication with the pupils via a consultation process. By listening, reflecting, coaching and guiding during these discussions, greater understanding of the pupils’ situation is gained and pupils trust the school more. Many schools that successfully deal with these problems also boost parental involvement via home visits and clear, regular reports of their children’s results.

**Collective adjustment of curriculum** • Successful schools are also more effective at adjusting the curriculum to suit the pupil population. This ensures that the subject matter and level match the pupils’ opportunities and the curriculum is meaningful, stimulating and challenging. Often, teams collectively design and arrange the classes, scheduling and organisation as well as monitoring learning success and tackling problems. We also see that moments of success for individual pupils often have an intrinsically motivational effect on their learning.

**Expertise** • So how can schools fulfil their duty of integrating pupils into society, even if they have a difficult pupil population? The schools that have most success are the ones that have highly involved teachers, form teams to develop series of lessons and projects, understand their pupils and expect results from them. They often enlist professional support and guidance to do this, such as experts (both internal and external) in the field of learning and behavioural disorders. They also frequently invest in training individual teachers with regard to learning and behavioural disorders.

Focusing on learning attitudes, including socioemotional development • Attention to pupils’ learning attitudes and motivation often means more attention is paid to pupils’ socioemotional, personal and social development. Teachers are increasingly giving pupils more responsibility for their own learning process, stimulating their thinking skills and learning to see things from their pupils’ perspective. This process helps to proactively tackle intolerance, radicalisation, xenophobia, discrimination, radical ideologies and social exclusion. This is particularly important in schools with pupils who do not automatically accept democratic values or do not feel a connection to their school or society as a result of socioeconomic deprivation.

Time and resources sometimes limited • Successful schools are characterised by good school leaders, a sufficient number of good teachers, a high level of involvement and commitment, good pedagogic and didactic skills and sufficient opportunities for discussion and reflection. Energy, synergy, effective administration and targeted professionalisation are key features in this regard. All of these efforts require time and resources that are not always available.
Teachers provide good explanation, some offer too little challenge

Pupils indicate that their teachers are good at explaining things and offering clear structure. The pedagogical climate is also good as was observed by the inspectors: in the vast majority of lessons, the teachers’ pedagogical and general didactic skills were sufficient. Points for improvement include coordination/differentiation and sufficiently challenging pupils: both pupils and inspectors reported room for improvement in these areas.

Quality of teachers differs within schools

The different schools have teachers of varying levels of quality. It appears that good teachers are not evenly distributed across the schools, and we have also found that schools do not have the same basic conditions for education. For example, some schools have a wealth of available candidates for vacancies, while other schools have few to none. Sick leave is high at some schools and low at others.

Professionalisation and staff policy

Teachers, schools and school boards differ greatly regarding the amount of time and attention they devote to professionalisation. At some schools, the teachers do not seem to have the time for professionalisation, while other schools or programmes conduct intensive and targeted professionalisation activities. In general, it is mainly the good teachers that work on their professionalisation. A great deal of professionalisation activities have very little focus on effective conduct and often have no relation to the school’s strategic policy.

More good teachers needed

To give good lessons, you need good teachers. But are there enough of them? The significant drop in the intake levels of teacher-training (PABO) programmes is a worrying development. In addition, there is little diversity in the group of entrants: few men, few students with a migrant background and few graduates of natural sciences and/or technical subjects.
Lesson quality

Structured lessons, but too little differentiation

Clear and structured lessons • Compared to teachers in other European countries, Dutch teachers are very skilled in a number of areas. They plan the lessons well, the content of the lessons is good and the teachers clearly explain to pupils what is expected of them and what the goals of the lesson are. Most of the teachers also ask the pupils questions to ensure they understand the material and invite pupils to express their thoughts, reasoning and presentation skills.17 Dutch pupils report that their teachers do this often (see infographic on page 40).

Too little differentiation and challenge • Dutch teachers are considerably less adept at differentiating between individual pupils than teachers in other high-performing countries. They provide too little challenge to high-achieving pupils, which means these pupils do not reach the highest levels possible. Out-of-the-box thinking and higher-order thinking is encouraged less frequently than in other countries (see the infographic on page 40).

Similar conclusions from the inspections • The inspectors reported that the lessons they attended in general, teachers were good in general didactic skills such as providing explanation. However, the inspectors also observed that teachers are significantly less adept at actively involving pupils in the lesson and adjusting their teaching to meet the specific needs of individual pupils (known as differentiation). The basic conditions for differentiation and special education are increasingly improving, yet there is little to no increase in differentiation in the lessons. There is more differentiation in primary education and in vocationally oriented MBO courses than there is at secondary schools, with no differentiation in more than half of secondary-school lessons. One exception to this rule is the exam classes within secondary education. Here, the work is much more goal-oriented, and differentiation seems to be a natural consequence of this. In all sectors, we are seeing more and more extra-curricular differentiation: pupils who need extra help or greater challenges are increasingly being offered extra activities/programmes.

Quality of teachers differs within schools • As well as varying within schools, teacher quality also varies between schools. Some schools have more good or mediocre teachers than others. We have also observed major discrepancy between schools with regard to the extent of sick leave, the percentage of qualified teachers, and the basic conditions for education. When vacancies open up, some schools can choose from a wide variety of applicants while others have little or no choice of candidates for the job.

Professionalisation of teachers

Professionalisation mainly informal, more assessments by colleagues

Mainly informal activities • Dutch teachers work on professionalisation as much as their colleagues in other countries, although a notable factor is that the professionalisation activities are often informal. Teachers study professional literature, carry out development work with colleagues, take courses as a team, consult each other and ask for feedback. A huge range of other professionalisation activities are conducted, many of which are often not targeted towards the specific points for development of the teacher and/or team in question.

More feedback and reviews by colleagues • Teachers are more frequently observing the lessons given by their colleagues: two-thirds of secondary-school teachers visit a colleague’s lesson at least once a year. However, this is still not a systematic occurrence and there are also major differences between schools in this regard.18 A proportion of teachers in primary, secondary and special education has never observed a class taken by one of their colleagues at the same school. Within higher education, lecturers say that intervision and feedback is important, although one-third of lecturers at universities of applied sciences never receives feedback.19 In addition, the responses to a survey conducted by the inspectorate showed that lecturers rarely make use of the feedback provided.


New teachers, unqualified teachers and good teachers professionalise more

More training, observations and feedback for new and unqualified teachers • New teachers and teachers who are not yet qualified participate in more professionalisation activities than more experienced teachers. Within secondary education, new teachers receive more lesson visits from colleagues at their school than more experienced teachers and more frequently receive feedback from visits by more senior colleagues. The same applies to teachers who do not yet hold a teaching qualification.

Good teachers actively professionalise • The best teachers more frequently receive visits from other teachers at their school, as well as more frequently visiting and receiving visits from colleagues at different schools. Teachers who are less skilled are less likely to participate in these kinds of professionalisation activities. It therefore appears that the teachers that need professionalisation the most are the ones that do not participate in such activities. It is possible that good teachers take more initiative. However, another explanation could be that good teachers more frequently work at schools that offer lots of professionalisation activities and/or encourage professionalisation of teachers.

Lesson visits and feedback from the school leader

Lesson visits by the school leader • Within primary education, around 80% of teachers have at least one of their lessons observed by the school leader each year. This figure is lower within secondary education. School leaders more frequently visit new teachers, while the percentage of visits received by teachers aged 55 and over is much lower. When compared to other countries, Dutch school leaders give noticeably less feedback on the quality of the lessons, with just 40% of school leaders saying they observe lessons often or very often, compared to rates of 60-90% in other countries.20

Feedback not yet sufficient • Teachers are still not receiving enough feedback on their teaching, although during the inspections, we noticed that the percentage of teachers who receive feedback is increasing. We found that nearly 9% of secondary teachers never receive feedback and 25% receive feedback less than once a year. These percentages are even higher for teachers over the age of 55.

No connection between activities and ambitions • In general, teachers’ professionalisation activities seem to have no link with everyday practice and the strategic vision of the school in question. For example, we found that only two out of every five schools have formulated a concrete educational vision and measurable standards of conduct for both inside and outside the classroom. At a quarter of secondary schools, the school administrators do not optimally utilise their personnel policy in order to achieve the school’s goals.

Educational plans often top-down • At most secondary schools, the school leaders have developed an educational plan in order to achieve the objectives of the school in collaboration with the teaching staff. At most schools, it is the school leader that takes the initiative and the plans are mostly top-down. This approach usually goes hand-in-hand with soft management activities, such as providing information to teachers via team meetings, making funds available for educational activities, and boosting staff morale (see the infographic at the top-right of page 41). At a minority of the schools, the teachers took the initiative to formulate training goals.

Diversity between staff and administrators • At some secondary schools, the staff and administrators have different ideas when it comes to school development. In such cases, the school’s educational vision is not always clear and not always effectively communicated. The teachers and school leader are often not on the same page with regard to important issues such as differentiation. In addition, when school leaders are critical of some aspects of their teachers’ methods and try to provide management based on specific frameworks, the teachers respond by saying the basic conditions for good-quality education are lacking. Furthermore, a proportion of school leaders believe the teachers who insufficiently prepare for their lessons are reluctant to change.

Example • The different opinion between school administrators and staff is clearly reflected by issues such as the development of differentiation within secondary education. Teachers say that differentiation is very important, yet a quarter of them say they are given insufficient opportunities to develop differentiation skills. Teachers also report that the basic conditions for education – such as preparation time per pupil, opportunities available in the classroom, the teaching material and knowledge of the pupils’ levels and learning styles – sometimes make differentiation difficult.

Teachers

PERCENTAGE OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PUPILS WHO THINK THEIR TEACHERS...

- 67%...set clear goals.
- 77%...clearly explain what pupils have to learn.
- 25%...give different work to pupils with learning disabilities or high-performing pupils.
- 69%...ask pupils to explain how they solved a particular problem.
- 49%...set assignments that require pupils to think for a long period.
- 38%...explain to pupils how they can do better.

What do teachers do or not do in class?

Compared internationally, Dutch children more often say that their teachers give clear explanations and structure. However, they less frequently report that teachers differentiate between pupils, teach them to solve complex problems or challenge them enough.

- 60%...investigate whether pupils have properly understood what they have learnt.
- 23%...ask pupils to work in small groups.
- 68%...tell pupils what is expected of them during assignments/tests.
- 43%...set assignments for which the solution is not immediately apparent.
- 48%...set assignments that can be solved in a number of ways.
- 22%...give pupils feedback on their strengths and weaknesses.
Fewer and fewer new primary-school teachers

The PABO intake levels have declined considerably over the years and the number of qualified teachers is now lower than the number of vacancies.

**PABO INTAKE AND GRADUATION TRENDS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Intake</th>
<th>Graduates</th>
<th>Estimated number of vacancies</th>
<th>Estimated number of graduates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>6,381</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>6,060</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>5,030</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How can school leaders (SE) promote differentiation?

Some school leaders do not promote differentiation at all, and those that do mostly promote it via soft management techniques.

**PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOL LEADERS THAT MANAGE BASED ON:**

- Performance agreements with departments: 7%
- Performance agreements with teachers: 9%
- Standards/objectives for conduct in class: 21%
- Information provision via team meetings: 42%
- Making funds available: 42%
- Enthusing their staff: 37%
- No management: 25%

PABO intake level

The groups most likely to train as teachers are HAVO students of Economics & Society and Culture & Society. Very few men or students backgrounds enter the PABO.

**CHARACTERISTICS OF PABO STUDENTS (%)**

**HAVO-PROFILE**

- Culture & Society: 28.5%
- Economics & Society: 33.5%
- Economics, Culture & Society: 9.3%
- Natural Sciences & Health: 19.4%
- Natural Sciences & Technology: 2.0%
- Health & Technology: 7.4%

**BACKGROUND**

- Non-Western migrant background: 7.2%
- Western migrant background: 5.5%
- No migrant background: 87.3%

**GENDER**

- Male: 19.0%
- Female: 81.0%

Sources: IvoO, PISA, PSA, 2012
School administrators often blame the lack of differentiation on the teachers’ professionalism, saying that teachers should learn to differentiate more effectively, formulate a clearer vision and take extra training.

**Different action taken by school boards** • The type of professionalisation activities offered to teachers differs greatly, and the range of professionalisation activities is extremely diverse. Some school boards have their own training academy while others have far fewer opportunities at their disposal. The inspectors have also observed that different school boards have different opinions regarding their professionalisation duties: some are very involved in ensuring the basic conditions for staff policy, while others are not. We also see that some school boards make targeted investment decisions while others distribute the resources evenly or proportionally across the entire school.

### 4c Enough teachers?

**Developments of the teacher shortage**

**Increasing shortage** • In the years to come, we expect the shortage of primary, secondary and MBO teachers to increase further, although the scale of the shortages will vary from sector to sector. For example, the greatest shortages are expected in primary education, with certain regions being hit particularly hard. At the secondary level, it is expected that specific subjects – such as sciences and modern languages – will have difficulty filling vacancies.

**Decline in PABO students until 2015** • Since 2006, the number of PABO students has steadily declined. PABO intake levels in 2006 were at 11,500, yet by 2015 this number had dropped to 5,500. Although there has been a decline in HBO students across the board, the PABO intake level has declined more significantly than those of other HBO programmes. This decline – particularly in the number of MBO students progressing to the PABO – also corresponds to the introduction of entry requirements and arithmetic tests at the PABO level. This decline means that the number of PABO graduates can no longer keep up with the number of new teachers required, as can be seen in the infographic in the top-left corner of page 41.

**More PABO students from 2016 onwards** • In 2016, the intake of PABO students increased for the first time in ten years: 10% more than in 2015. Compared to 2015, 14% more MBO students, 11% more HAVO students and 4% more VWO students entered the PABO. Indirect intake increased by 13% while direct intake increased by 8%.

**Quality of incoming students remains the same** • The exam results of the students entering the PABO in the 2006-2015 period has remained stable. The HAVO pupils seem to be getting better results in English, although their Dutch and mathematics results have slightly declined. The quality of incoming HAVO students appears reasonably stable, although the absolute number of students registering has declined. This is mainly due to fewer MBO graduates entering the PABO.

**No decline in incoming students to second-level and university teacher-training programmes** • For second-level and university teacher-training programmes, the intake levels have remained more or less the same, as has the proportion of MBO, HAVO and VWO students entering second-level programmes. Most of the incoming students progress to the PABO from the HAVO (30%) and MBO (20%) levels. The number of VWO pupils is very low (approx. 5%). 35% of the students of second-level programmes are doing this in combination with another programme or have already graduated from a different programme.

**Group of incoming students relatively homogeneous**

**High levels of native Dutch women** • Approximately 75% of incoming PABO students are women and 10% has a migrant (Western or non-Western) background. This is lower than the average figure for HBO entrants (17.5%) (see the infographic at the bottom of page 41). The intake levels of the second-level teacher-training programmes are more diverse: approximately 55% of entrants are female and there is a higher proportion (18%) of students with a Western or non-Western migrant background than in the PABO. When you look back further in time, the intake levels of teacher-training programmes are relatively stable with regard to gender and ethnicity.

**Incoming students mainly homogeneous** • Students entering the PABO rarely progress from technical programmes (see the infographic at the bottom of page 41). Incoming students to the second-level teacher-training programmes are also predominantly students with a ‘Culture & Society’ profile. For many years, very few science students have gone on to enrol in teacher training. This is a cause for concern given the shortage of teachers with scientific backgrounds and the declining performance in arithmetic at both the primary and secondary levels. However, the proportion of science students enrolling in second-level teacher-training programmes is higher than for incoming PABO students. Another noticeable factor is that the men who enrol in teacher-training programmes have more frequently a scientific background than the women.
Fewer first-year drop-outs in 2016

Drop-out rates • In the 2015-16 academic year, 30% of students decided not to continue their PABO programme after the first year. In the second-level teacher-training programmes, this proportion increases to 50%. The PABO drop-out rate has declined significantly from 39% in 2015 to 30% in 2016: the lowest it has ever been. The drop-out rate of MBO graduates has also substantially declined from 45% in 2014 to 27% in 2015. Furthermore, a higher proportion of male students drop out than female students (44% compared to 25%), and although the female drop-out rate has declined, the male drop-out rate has not.

Success rates for teacher-training programmes • The success rate for second-level teacher-training programmes is very low: just 35% of the students successfully complete the programme within five years while the average success rate for other HBO programmes is 60%. The PABO success rate is above the HBO average (65%), although the success rates of both programmes are declining: 39% of students who enrolled in the second-level teacher-training programme in 2006 successfully completed the programme within five years, yet by 2010, this proportion had fallen to 35%. The figures for PABO students are 69% and 65% respectively.
5 Special education

More pupils attending regular education – Since the introduction of special education, the number of pupils has slightly declined. Pupils who have special educational needs remain in regular classes for longer and more special education pupils are progressing back into regular education. However, these developments in the past two years were only minor, meaning that few to no additional pupils per school transferred from special education to regular education.

Training needs of teachers in regular education – It appears that teachers and school leaders have adopted a new approach to pupils requiring extra educational needs. They are actively seeking special education for these pupils and school leaders report that teachers require a great deal of training and support. Teachers also report that class sizes and heavy workloads represent unfavourable conditions for special education.

Successful interventions for stay-at-home children – A proportion of pupils do not attend school and do not receive special education. This is unacceptable, as all young people in the Netherlands are entitled to education – special or otherwise. Partnerships that organise overriding authority seem to have the greatest success in preventing children from undergoing long periods of non-attendance, and other interventions have been conducted in order to organise special education for these pupils.

Partnerships get results – The 152 partnerships are increasingly creating the basic conditions to support special educational needs within schools, although the different partnerships deliver varied results. Partnerships that focus on collaboration between schools and municipal youth policy are particularly successful: they seem to be most effective in reducing the number of stay-at-home children, getting them into regular education and keeping them there.
5a  Slightly fewer pupils entering special education at the primary or secondary level

Minor developments, slightly fewer pupils in special education

Further decline in the number of pupils in Special Needs Education • The number of pupils in special education has declined at both the primary level (31,000 in 2014 to 29,000 in 2016) and the secondary level (just under 40,000 in 2014 to 38,000 in 2016). This means that since special education was introduced, the number of pupils in special education has fallen by 4,000. However, as you can see from the infographic on page 48 that displays the participation rates over the past six academic years, these relatively minor shifts are barely noticeable in the participation rates. Over the years, the participation rate has remained stable.

Particularly lower intake into special primary education • Regular primary schools in particular are referring fewer pupils to special education or special primary education,21 although the referral policies of the various partnerships – and therefore of the different regions – differ greatly.

Transferring from special to regular education • We have observed that pupils in special education are more frequently progressing to regular secondary education. The pupils who are making this transition are mainly pupils with a cluster 2 referral who have a language-development disorder or an autistic-spectrum disorder. Pupils referred to the former cluster 4 are also more frequently progressing to regular schools (due also to the fact that the number of pupils in residential institutions is falling). The number of cluster 1 pupils within special education is also in decline, despite the funding system for these pupils remaining unchanged. With regard to all of these developments, there is a great deal of disparity between the partnerships’ performances.

Relatively few pupils progress to regular education

Few to no pupils progress to each individual school • The trend for more inclusive education has had a visible effect, but it still only works out to a small number of pupils. In 2016, the number of pupils in special education was 4,000 lower than in 2014, partly because pupils progressed from special education to regular education. In total, 18% of primary schools and 72% of secondary schools admitted pupils from the special-education system, with the majority of regular schools admitting zero, one or two of these pupils. This distribution can be seen in the infographic in the top-right corner of page 49.

5b  Teachers and school leaders’ views on special education

Demand for development and professionalisation

New development needs for teachers • Nearly half of all primary-school teachers say that as a result of special education, they would like to professionalise in new areas, particularly with regard to behavioural and socioemotional issues. Within special secondary education, a lower percentage of teachers believe their development needs have changed since the introduction of special education. According to two-thirds of primary-school teachers, the current and planned training activities are enough to meet these development needs.

Primary-school school leaders’ thoughts on special education • Two-thirds of school leaders indicate that the range of care that their school provides has changed since the implementation of special education. In addition, three-quarters of school leaders believe teachers’ development needs have changed. They want to know and understand more about the pupils’ cognition, behaviour and social/emotional development. The majority of school leaders also indicate that in the past two years, teachers have participated in more training activities and that in the next two years, the school has scheduled more training activities to enable optimum teaching of pupils who require extra support. These training activities focus mainly on pupils’ cognitive, behavioural and social/emotional support needs. Two-thirds of school leaders feel that the partnerships support them in their professionalisation activities.

Less bureaucracy, though the problem still exists • Directors, coordinators, allocators, internal guidance counsellors and care coordinators say there is less bureaucracy now than before the implementation of special education.22 However, they still think there is
a lot of bureaucracy, particularly when coordinating matters with youth-care centres, requesting admissibility statements and determining pupils’ development potential.

5c Stay-at-home children

Less short-term, more long-term

Number of stay-at-home children • Every child in the Netherlands is entitled to education, a right laid down by law. However, not all children have a place at school. In the 2015-16 academic year, this was the case for 9,388 pupils, of whom 4,194 had not attended school in over three months.23

Less absolute, more long-term • Recently, we have observed two different trends in the number of stay-at-home children. The number of children not registered at a school (absolute non-attendance) is in decline (see the infographic on the right-hand side of page 49): in the 2015-16 academic year, there were 5,101 stay-at-home children compared to 5,956 in 2014-15. At the same time, the number of registered pupils failing to attend school increased, especially in the number of pupils who have not attended school in over three months (increase in long-term relative non-attendance). In the 2015-16 academic year, this figure was 2,592: an increase of 16% compared to 2014-15. This high and increasing long-term non-attendance rate is unacceptable, and a variety of measures are being taken to combat it, such as arranging overriding authority, the ‘Truancy Pact’, the intervention team and better registration of non-attendance.

More exemptions also cause for concern

Increase in the number of exemptions • The number of exemptions granted in accordance with Article 5(a) of the Compulsory Education Act 1969 (Leerplichtwet) has increased substantially in the past five years.24 This is due in part to better registration of non-attendance, although it also shows that there may not be appropriate school places for all children. In some municipalities, opportunities for education and care programmes are not being optimally realised and too little is known about children and adolescents with an exemption: this situation is undesirable and a cause for concern.

Exemptions mainly granted to young children and 16 to 17-year-olds • Exemptions are often granted to children aged 5 years or above who attend medical day-care centres. In addition, many 16 and 17-year-olds are granted an exemption on psychological grounds. When applying for an exemption, a certificate from an independent specialist is an important factor and the processes for issuing exemptions are different in each municipality.

Policy and interventions regarding stay-at-home children

Registration still not perfect • The partnerships are increasingly gaining insight into stay-at-home children, although the data is of low quality and is often inaccurate. For nearly half of registered stay-at-home children, it is not clear which interventions the partnership in question has conducted and how successful they were.

Nearly half of the partnerships organise overriding authority • 65 of the 152 partnerships has authorised a person or institution to impose a solution in the event a child is not registered at school. In such cases, school boards and municipalities comply with the decision made by this person/institution. This is known as overriding authority. 23 other partnerships said that they are going to organise overriding authority in future. Inspectors have found overriding authority to be effective, often resulting in a suitable school placement being found for long-term stay-at-home children. To organise overriding authority, collaboration with the municipality, truant officers and youth-care centres is crucial. The partnerships that have not and will not arrange overriding authority say they do not consider it necessary in their region or prefer solutions based on mutual trust and consensus.

Special education

Minor shift in pupil transfers, fewer admitted to special education

Since the implementation of special education, a slightly higher number of pupils have transferred to regular education, though these developments are only minor.

TREND IN PUPIL PERCENTAGES FOR DIFFERENT TYPES OF EDUCATION

- Special education – Cluster 3/4
- Special education – Cluster 1/2
- Special primary education
- Primary education
- Special secondary education – Cluster 3/4
- Special secondary education – Cluster 1/2
- Practical education
- Secondary education

Primary education

Secondary education

Sources: IvhO, NRO – Non-attendance Monitor.
Incoming pupils from special education amount to a few per school at most

In 2016, nearly all primary schools and half of secondary schools admitted no pupils or one pupil from the special-education system. The intake levels in special primary schools were higher.

Partnerships improving yet quality control lagging behind

The main improvements have been the tackling of non-attendance and the allocation of extra support, although there is plenty of room for improvement regarding the embedding of these measures.

Less absolute non-attendance yet more long-term relative non-attendance

NUMBER OF STAY-AT-HOME CHILDREN IN RELATION TO TYPE/ DURATION OF NON-ATTENDANCE

Sources: IvhO, NRO – Non-Attendance Monitor, 2016
Effective interventions • Solutions are frequently possible, as has been shown by the solutions devised by school boards and/or partnerships upon being informed of reports or called to account by the inspectorate regarding their responsibilities. For example, thirty reports of breaches of the duty of care were made and the school boards were addressed each time. In all thirty cases, a solution was found. Furthermore, solutions were found to 71% of the 316 reports made in October-November 2016. In these cases, the inspectorate advised the parents regarding their options, informed other parties involved regarding what was and what was not possible, and if necessary, called schools and partnerships to account regarding their duties and powers.

5d Partnerships

Developments and challenges relating to partnerships

Better organisation of partnerships • In recent years, the partnerships have improved their organisational affairs with regard to nearly all quality indicators assessed by the inspectorate. The most progress has been made in tackling of non-attendance and the allocation of extra support (see the infographic at the bottom–left of page 49). In addition, accountability for quality has improved in comparison to 2013-14: a vital development. The improvements have not yet been sufficiently embedded and improvement is required regarding satisfaction surveys and standardisation of results. Although progress has been made, it is frequently not embedded. It remains to be seen how much pupils will actually benefit from the partnerships’ activities, as results for the pupils can not yet be determined.

Strengths of partnerships • The partnerships have improved in relation to a number of aspects: major progress has been made in the organisation of appropriate support facilities and procedures and the allocation of extra support. In addition, most partnerships now have an effective consultation structure and have formulated a clear mission and vision.

Room for improvement regarding coordination with youth-care centres • An important point for improvement is coordination of partnerships with municipalities. Progress is being made, although for half of the partnerships visited by inspectors in 2015-16, this progress is not yet sufficient. Coordination with regard to youth-care centres and social support is particularly important for stay-at-home children, pupils at risk of non-attendance and pupils exempted from compulsory education. Furthermore, in the Allocation Monitor, partnerships and schools say they are looking for more and better-quality collaboration with regard to the procurement of care and support.45

Attention to internal supervision and quality control required • In some partnerships, the independence and resources of the internal supervisors are not sufficiently guaranteed. It is important that this internal supervision is properly organised, and significant improvements are required in areas such as quality control. The inspectors have witnessed improvements, although not enough progress has been made: partnerships still do not always document all of their results, meaning they cannot always account for the results and effectiveness of deployed resources. The first annual accounts are seriously lacking in vital content, reflecting the fact that quality control is insufficient. It is therefore very positive that the partnerships are devoting a lot of attention to this issue.

Partnership finances • On 1 July 2016, all partnerships submitted annual accounts for the first time. Analysis of the content of 36 randomly selected annual accounts (18 primary schools and 18 secondary schools) found that nearly all partnerships strive to accrue a certain level of financial reserves. Only ten partnerships reported losses in 2015. In the past two years, around 10% of the funds for special education (80 million euros) have not been spent by partnerships in both primary and secondary education.46 In nearly all cases, the partnerships’ policy was the reason for this, although the amounts have not been substantiated. The amount of the financial reserves also differs greatly between partnerships. In this regard, we have observed no difference between partnerships with positive equalisation and partnerships with negative equalisation. A number of the partnerships that have not spent a significant proportion of the funds are unable to provide a good explanation for this.

In conclusion • In recent years, the partnerships for special education have undergone considerable development. It is clear that they are now much better organised and the partnerships are now mostly operational. However, much more work remains to be done. The partnerships still need to significantly


improve these initial organisational gains over the years to come and many difficult questions remain about the effectiveness of partnerships. For example, why are there still pupils sitting at home who haven not been allocated a special school placement for over three months? And are the special school placements truly meeting the needs of pupils who require extra attention? These are difficult yet vital questions to which no answer has yet been given. The development and evaluation processes for special education have been postponed until 2020, so there is still time to determine the results of the stay-at-home-children policy (e.g. the Non-Attendance Pact) and to complete the evaluation programmes for special education as a whole (NRO). In the years to come, it remains to be seen if more pupils with extra educational needs actually benefit from special education. Naturally, a school placement at a regular school is not enough to ensure this: the education provided must be suited to their extra needs to a much greater extent than before.
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